Granular materials belong to the class of amorphous athermal systems, like foams, emulsion or suspension they can resist shear like a solid, but flow like a liquid under sufficiently large applied shear stress. They exhibit a dynamical phase transition between static and flowing states, as for phase transitions of thermodynamic systems, this rigidity transition exhibits a diverging length scales quantifying the degree of cooperativety. Several experiments have shown that the rheology of granular materials [1, 3] and emuslion [2] is non-local, namely that the stress at a given location does not depend only on the shear rate at this location but also on the degree of mobility in the surrounding region. Several constitutive relations have recently been proposed and tested successfully against numerical and experimental results [4] [5] [6] [7] , however the dynamical mechanism underline non-locality remains unclear .
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Three different pictures have emerged to explain the dynalical mechanism behind non-locality in dense granular flows : (i) Geometrical constrains, wich lead to coherent non-affine displacements that take place along floppy modes [8] , (ii) kinetic elasto-plasticity, where the flow is conceived as a quasistatic sequence of localized plastic events that interact through the stress field [2, [9] [10] , and (iii) mechanical activation, based on an analogy with Erying's transition state theory of the viscosity of liquids and where contact forces fluctuations would play the role of temperature [5] . Here we use discrete elements simulation of 2D shear flows to discriminate between these three possibilities.
By using a small rod as a micro-rheometer, Reddy et al [1] have investigated the rheological properties of a shear band that is below the yield condition but under the influence of a shear zone [11] , which is above the yield. They found that the shear rate in this zone decreases exponentially with the distance to the yield condition, this property was associated to an activation process, we show in our study that this response can be reproduced by our numerical setup and explained by a gradient expansion of the rheology [6] which allow us to argue that this exponential dependence do not reveal the existence of such a scenario. ème Congrès Français de Mécanique Lyon, 24 au 28 Août 2015
We have then build a coarse-grained field of the local rate of deformation to bring out localized plastic events that are the cornerstone of models that assume local rules as the elasto-plastic picture. It turns out that such events do not exist in the limit of hard non deformable grains contrary to soft grains, we provide evidence supporting the geometrical picture where the loose of rigidity is controlled by the mean contact number and where the flow takes place along floppy modes, which are nonlocal and involve collective motion of particles.
Finally by varying the softness of the grains relative to the confining pressure, we show that the dynamics exhibits a transition from an intermittent elasto-plastic regime, to a liquid regime controlled by the geometry of the contact network and characterized by permanent delocalized fluctuations. This transition is located at the generalized isostatic point.
